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QUESTION 1

What are three REST API methods? (Choose three.) 

A. LIST 

B. SET 

C. POST 

D. DELETE 

E. GET 

Correct Answer: CDE 

Explanation: https://www.techtarget.com/searchapparchitecture/tip/The-5-essential-HTTP- methods-in-RESTful-API-
development 

 

QUESTION 2

Your developers each need their own unique copy of source code. Currently, you have 300 developers, and the source
code that they are working on is 200 GBs in size. 

Which NetApp ONTAP feature would help to solve this issue with the least amount of overhead? 

A. FlexCache 

B. SnapMirror 

C. FlexGroups 

D. FlexClone 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Your customer is writing a curl command to test an API call to deploy Cloud Volumes OWTAP for AWS They want to
know what the content-Type parameter should be set to in the header of the HTTP request. 

In this scenario, what would you tell the customer? 

A. Set the parameter to text/plain. 

B. Set the parameter to application/json 

C. Set the parameter to application/ xml 

D. Set the parameter to text/html. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

You are asked to provision storage for a development team to make use of NetApp Trident in their Kubernetes
environment. You want to ensure that Trident will not be able to exhaust the storage system resources. 

In this scenario, which two actions would you take to satisfy the requirements? (Choose two.) 

A. Limit the maximum volume count. 

B. Limit the available data LIFs. 

C. Use a shared SVM. 

D. Limit the maximum volume size. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

You are researching different automation frameworks. One of the main features that you are seeking is the ability to
provide an end state of what a particular environment should look like versus needing to define each step that is
required to get to the end state. 

In this scenario, which keyword should you be looking for as you research various automation frameworks? 

A. RESTful 

B. declarative 

C. interrogative 

D. imperative 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Which DevOps principle implies that your documentation and your configuration are the same? 

A. infrastructure as code 

B. continuous testing 

C. continuous deployment 

D. continuous monitoring 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 7

You want to manage your applications using NetApp Astra Control within your Azure account. Which two actions must
be completed before accomplishing this task? (Choose two.) 

A. Manually provision Azure Blob storage 

B. Delegate a subnet to Azure NetApp Files. 

C. Set up a capacity pool. 

D. Export your Azure AD Administrator key and import it into Astra Control. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 8

You have an AFF A400 system with NetApp ONTAP 9.8 installed. You want to configure the NetApp Cloud Tiering
service to tier data to AWS object storage. The communication between your cluster and the AWS cloud needs to be
encrypted. You have installed the FabricPool license, but your ONTAP cluster cannot reach the S3 bucket. 

Which two configurations are causing the error? (Choose two.) 

A. You have not configured the TLS encryption. 

B. You have not configured your firewall to allow outbound traffic on port 443. 

C. You have not configured a LIF with a public IP address. 

D. You have not configured a LIF with the intercluster role. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

You have received an internal request for persistent storage where the developer would like to be able to specify the
filesystem. Which three NetApp Trident backend storage drivers would satisfy the requirement? (Choose three.) 

A. ontap-nas 

B. ontap-nas-economy 

C. solidfire-san 

D. eseries-iscsi 

E. ontap-.san 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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QUESTION 10

You deployed a NetApp Cloud Volumes ONTAP system in your AWS environment and you need to activate the WORM
feature to secure them. In this scenario, which two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. You can activate WORM storage on individual volumes; you do not need to activate WORM at the system level. 

B. When WORM storage is activated, data tiering to object storage cannot be enabled. 

C. When WORM storage is activated, data tiering to object storage can be enabled. 

D. You cannot activate WORM storage on individual volumes; WORM must be activated at the system level. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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